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Abstract

In imbalanced data sets, classes separated into majority (negative)
and minority (positive) classes, are not approximately equally repre-
sented. That leads to impeding of accurate classification results. Well
balanced data sets assume uniform distribution. The approach we
present in the paper, is based on directed oversampling of minority class
objects to balance non-uniform data sets, and relies upon the certain
statistical criteria. The oversampling procedure is carried out for the
daily traffic injuries data sets. The results obtained show the improving
of rare cases (positive class objects) identification with accordance to
several performance measures.

Keywords: Oversampling, classification algorithm C4.5, uniform/(truncated)
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1 Introduction

Various classification approaches are quite common in real life. Numerous
Machine learning classification methods currently give good performance in
numerous practical problems, such as diagnosing medical problems, speech
recognition, expert systems, robotic processing etc. A starting point for the
present study was an investigation of road injuries number within the frame-
work of the joint project with police departments of one of German federal
states. Every traffic injury is a result of several contributing factors - human
behavior, vehicle state, time, road condition etc. The presented work focuses
on temporal factors impact on daily traffic injuries number. The initial data
sets of traffic injuries are imbalanced: daily injuries numbers are not approx-
imately equally represented, that is, separated into majority (negative) and
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minority (positive) classes. As a result, minority class is poorly performed
by classification ([5], [10]). But our aim is to detect efficiently the important
rare cases in number of injured persons. In fact, the ability to predict periods
of high incidence of road accidents, is really essential. Rebalancing the class
distributions for the further classification, which includes over- and undersam-
pling techniques, can be applied in order to solve this problem at the data level.
We propose here a simple and general oversampling procedure, improving a
classification performance of daily road injuries number.

Oversampling method balances data set by increasing the number of mi-
nority class objects (examples). The simplest oversampling method - random
oversampling - increases the minority class size by randomly replicating exist-
ing minority class examples (oversampling with replacement). This techniques
is attractive exactly due to its simplicity, but unfortunately, since random over-
sampling only replicates existing data, it does not add any actual information
to the data set. The another approach is to over-sample the positive minority
class by creating new examples. SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling
Technique, see [3]) is the most popular oversampling method here. In SMOTE
minority classes are oversampled by generating ”synthetic” examples of minor-
ity class and adding them to the data set. As a result, the class distribution
in the data set changes and probability of correctly classifying minority class
increases. Each new data point is created by the following way: find the k
nearest neighbors of a minority class to the existing minority class example;
randomly select one of these k nearest neighbors; extrapolate between that
example and its chosen neighbors to create new example. However, the as-
sumption that the local space between any two minority class examples is
from the minority class either may not be always true, especially if a minority
example is very close to the boundary between positive minority and negative
majority classes. Consequently, the newly generated example, which actually
can belong to negative class, will mislabeled as positive ones. Alternative ver-
sions of neighborhood concept, namely surrounding neighborhood, were also
proposed ([6], [7]).

Naturally, well balanced data sets assume uniform distribution. The ap-
proach we present in the paper, is based on directed oversampling of minority
class objects to balance non-uniform data sets (to ensure the uniform distri-
bution), and relies upon the statistical criteria. The remaining parts of the
paper are organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to introduction of the
machine learning algorithm C4.5 implemented in our work. In Section 3, we
discuss the initial injuries data sets used in our work and perform their clas-
sification according to several metrics. Oversampling procedure description
and new classification results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains
conclusions, brief discussion of ongoing and potential future research topics.
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2 Decision Tree Algorithm C4.5: General Frame-

work

Decision tree is one of the basic techniques in solving the classification prob-
lems. Unlike the regression model approach, it is non-parametric, requiring
no prior assumptions regarding probability density functions of a given initial
data set Sn = (Y1, ..., Yn). A tree consists of several nodes. The first node is
the tree’s root. Apart from that it also has internal nodes and leafs.

Ideally, the goal of a decision tree is to make the resulting partitions (sub-
sets) as ”pure” as possible. In other words, we want leaf nodes in which there
are only completely ”pure” subsets. A number of algorithms has been de-
veloped for decision tree construction, but we will dwell upon one of them -
C4.5-algorithm [13], based on the computing the metrics known as the infor-
mation gain (IG) and gain ratio (GR). These are measures of the reduction
impurity, or entropy, within a data set, made by subdividing (splitting) data
set into subsets. This reduction of entropy is called the information gain (IG).
To determine on which feature (attribute) the sample will be splitted, one uses
the attribute which reduces the entropy the most. We introduce a notion of
IG as follows:

IG (Sn, A) = E (Sn)−
∑

i∈values(A)

li
n
E (SAi) , (1)

where E (Sn) = −
∑

k
nk
n

log
(
nk
n

)
is entropy of the entire data set Sn = (Y1, ..., Yn)

of size n, nk is the number of instances in Sn with value k, E (SAi) is entropy of
the sample SAi of size li involving elements from Y, which correspond to the
outcome (value) Ai of the attribute (feature) A, and li

n
represents the fraction

of the data in Sn that goes into SAi . That is, IG represents a reduction in
entropy of the data set due to sorting on A. In other words, we can write (1)
as IG (Sn, A) = Entropy before splitting on A−Entropy after splitting on
A.

The formula aggregates over the different values Ai attribute A can have.
One may see, that IG depends not only on the entropy of a node, but also on
how many samples there are in that new node. For instance, if we allow multi-
way splits instead of binary splits, then the attribute that has more values tends
to produce more “pure” partitions (mainly because, each partition could be
small, and has higher chance of becoming ”pure”). Thus IG would be biased
towards selecting attributes with more values. To mitigate this effect, we use
a normalized version of IG - Gain Ratio (GR), defined as follows:

GR (Sn, A) =
IG (Sn, A)

Split Info (Sn, A)
, (2)
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Region mean min max skewness kurtosis
1 5.03 0 19 0.65 3.67
2 8.56 0 24 0.51 3.14

Table 1: Statistic of Data Sets

where split information Split Info (Sn, A) =
∑

i∈values(A)
li
n

ln
(
li
n

)
is the en-

tropy of partitioning, or in other words, entropy associated with the distribu-
tion of the attribute A, where li

n
is the probability (proportion) of observing

the ith value of A. Thus, a large number of small partitions is penalized there.
Thus, the IG and GR are used to evaluate how important the different

attributes are for the classification. Algorithm C4.5 is well-known classifiers
used to build a decision tree from the initial data set. Leaf nodes of constructed
decision tree demonstrate classification results, and internal, non-leaf, nodes
represent tests on the certain attribute values. The testing process is repeated
at the nodes on every branch until a leaf node is reached. The general tree
algorithm can be described as follows:

1. Split the initial data set into the subsets, according to the attributes
criterion.

2. If any of the subsets is “pure” (zero entropy), it becomes a leaf node.
3. For all ”impure” subsets build the same trees as earlier.
4. Continues until all subsets have zero entropy and all attributes are used.
Criterion used by predecessor of C4.5-algorithm - ID3-algorithm - is the

maximum of IG. A limitation of ID3 is that it is overly sensitive to attributes
with large numbers of values. Therefore we consider here the C4.5 algorithm,
an ID3 extension, which uses the gain ratio instead of the information gain
and reduces the problem related to ”artificially” low entropy values for some
data sets.

3 Classification of Initial Data Sets

3.1 Data Sets and Attributes

Data sets used in our study include the daily number of injured persons in
traffic accidents in two selected urban regions (cities) in Germany, for the
period 2004-2006. The daily data for each city represent an age group 25-59
years old people. Table 1 shows the mean, minimum and maximum values for
each region, as well as skewness and kurtosis, which are the measures of the
data sets asymmetry and peakedness, respectively.

Histograms showing distribution of injured persons for each urban region
for period 2004-2006, are presented in Figure 1.

The distributions look roughly symmetric and just lightly (positively) skewed.
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Figure 1: Histograms of Daily Number of Traffic Injured Persons for Age Range
25-59, 01.01.2004-31.12.2006

Moreover, each data set has relatively narrow range of values - 0÷19 for Region
1 and 0÷ 24 for Region 2.

Let Yi,t be the number of injured at the day t, t = 1, ..., 1096 (3 years,
2004-2006) in region i, i ∈ I = {1, 2}. We treat as attributes the certain day
features related to corresponding outcomes Yi,t, namely:

• year: 1=2004, 2=2005, 3=2006;

• month: 1=January, 2=February,..., 12=December;

• school vocation day: 1=yes or 0=no;

• holiday (official): 1=yes or 0=no;

• weekday: 1=Monday, 2=Tuesday,..., 7=Sunday;

• bridge day: 1=yes or 0=no.

In C4.5 algorithm below we adopt the information gain ratio to select the
best day attribute to branch on at each stage. Attribute with the highest gain
ratio gives us the crucial information concerning the temporal distribution of
traffic injuries number inside the each region.

3.2 Evaluation Measures

In the first place, we employ the Accuracy traditional metric, that is the per-
centage of the correctly classified data. An information about actual and
predicted examples is contained in confusion matrix [9]. The entries in the
confusion matrix have the following meaning in our problem:

TN is the number of correct predictions that an example is from negative
class;
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TP is the number of correct predictions that an example is from positive
class;

FN is the number of incorrect predictions that an example is from negative
class;

FP is the number of incorrect predictions that an example is from positive
class.

The Accuracy is computed then as a proportion: Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

.
But for classification of imbalanced data sets, accuracy is no longer a proper

measure since minority class has very small impact on the accuracy. There-
fore, the following alternative evaluation measures (metrics) were proposed
and used, for instance, in [4], [8], [11]:

• True Positive Rate (TPR), or Recall. The proportion between correctly
classified positive examples and that are calculated: Recall= TPR =

TP
TP+FN

.

• Precision. The proportion between correctly classified positive examples
and that are actually correct: Precision= TP

TP+FP
.

• G-mean (geometric mean). Tries to maximize the accuracy on each of
the two classes while keeping these accuracies balanced: G − mean =√
Positive Accuracy ∗Negative Accuracy,

where Positive Accuracy = TP
TP+FN

=Recall, Negative Accuracy =
TN

TN+FP
.

• F-measure. ”The trade-off” between precision and recall, drops rapidly
if either precision or recall is poor: FM = 2∗Recall∗Precision

Recall+Precision
.

3.3 Results

In Section 3.1 we have noted that each data set S is kept within a certain
limited relatively narrow range of values. That allows us to consider every
value of the range νi, where v = (vi)

T = (min(S), ...,max(S))T , as a separate
class (although we could group the data as well):

Class 1: ”0 Injured Persons per Day”, Class 2: ”1 Injured Person per
Day”,..., Class r ”r Injured Persons per Day”, where r = 19 + 1 = 20 for
Region 1 and r = 24 + 1 = 25 for Region 2.

Further, let us assume that the daily number of persons injured in traffic
accidents is normally distributed. The normal underlying distribution was se-
lected as a candidate for the sake of its simplicity, wide application in practice
and well-elaborated methods of analysis. However, in general, this assump-
tion may be not tenable. For symmetric unimodal data sets one can specify
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also Cauchy, negative binomial, Weibull etc. distributions, for asymmetric
unimodal data sets - log-normal, gamma, Poisson etc.

It’s well known, that about 70% of data coming from a normal distribution
lie within one standard deviation away from the mean, about 95% of them
are within two standard deviations and about 99.7% - within three standard
deviations. Let m̂0 and σ̂0 be correspondingly estimates of mean and standard
deviation of data set, [m̂0] and [σ̂0] are their values rounded to the nearest
integer number. In this approach we select all values of daily number of in-
jured persons ν, lying within the interval from [m̂0]− [σ̂0] to [m̂0] + [σ̂0] (that
is, about 70% of data), to be ”negative”, or majority, class Sneg. All the
other values combined together (left ≈ 30% of data) represent ”positive”, or
minority, class Spos. Note, that before determining ”negative” and ”positive”
classes, we remove all ”heavy” outliers from initial data sets, as mean and
standard deviation are sensitive to outliers. ”Heavy” outliers are identified
as all values more than 3IQR above the 3rd or below the 1st quartile, where
IQR = Q3 − Q1 is interquartile range, Q3 and Q1 are 3rd and 1st quartiles
correspondingly.

The classification procedure with algorithm C4.5 gives the following results
for both regions, which we present below. The classification is performed by
means function J48() implemented in RWeka package, R statistical software.
The minimal number of instances per leaf we set to 100. The evaluation
measures defined in previous subsection, are computed either.

The classification results for both regions are reported below. Only about
17% of examples are classified correctly for Region 1, with dissatisfactory mag-
nitudes of alternative measures.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR REGION 1:

Correctly Classified Instances 185 16.8796 %

Recall = NaN

Precision = 0

G-mean = NaN

F-measure = NaN

Majority (negative) class is presented here by numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. All
the others are classified into the majority class. For the Region 2 we have at
the beginning only about 13% of correctly classified examples

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR REGION 2:

Correctly Classified Instances 139 12.6825 %

Recall = NaN

Precision = 0

G-mean = NaN

F-measure = NaN

Consistently, negative class consists of numbers from 5 to 13, the rest of the
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numbers (positive class) is misclassified. In the next Section we describe an
oversampling strategy, which improves classification performance.

4 Classification of Transformed Data Sets

4.1 Resampling Motivation and Procedure Illustration

As one can see, in both our data sets, the examples from minority class are
much less ”beloved” by classification algorithm than from majority one (com-
mon problem of imbalanced data). Below we present an algorithm, which
resizes/rebalances our data sets by generating artificial data with accordance
to certain criteria, until the classes are approximately equally represented (data
are uniformly distributed). It may be considered as a preprocessing procedure
for further classification and prediction. The approach achieves to keep the size
of negative class on high level but also improves positive class performance.

Assuming normal distribution with parameters m0 and σ0 for our data
sets, one can see that majority negative classes are concentrated around peak
(Figure 2a), while minority positive classes are more tails-sited. Our suggestion
is to generate new synthetic data from singly left- and right-truncated normal
(half-normal) distributions, with truncation points tleft = min (S) and trigth =
max (S), respectively.

A random variable is said to be from a left-truncated normal distribution
if its density is

f (x) =
q√
2πσ

exp

(
−(x−m)2

2σ2

)
for x ≥ tleft, f (x) = 0 for x < tleft , (3)

where m is a mean and σ is a standard deviation of the distribution, q is
a normalizing quantity with value obtained from

∫∞
tleft

f (x) dx = 1. A right-

truncated normal distribution is defined analogously. We discard elements out-
side the limit points tleft and trigth, and choose mleft = tleft and mrigth = trigth.
This guarantees, that the least popular classes lying at the ends of data range
interval, will be treated most intensive. Choosing the desired level of sig-
nificance α, we put the critical points (confidence intervals endpoints with
100 (1− α) % -confidence level) Cleft, 1−α and Cright, α for both truncated dis-
tributions equal to min(Sneg) = m0 − σ0 and max(Sneg) = m0 + σ0, corre-
spondingly. Thus, the negative class will be also maintained, as artificially
generated data can be also out of endpoints Cleft, 1−α and Cright, α. The
standard deviations of the truncated normal distributions can be obtained
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Figure 2: Scheme of the Oversampling Procedure: a - Underlying Normal
Distribution; b - Underlying Distribution and Two Truncated Normal Distri-
butions

as σleft =
min(Sneg)−mleft

C1−α
and σrigth =

mrigth−max(Sneg)

Cα
, where Cα, C1−α are crit-

ical values of truncated at 0 standard normal distribution. For example, for
α = 0.01: C1−α = −Cα = 2.575829. This is shown schematically in Figure 2b.

During the artificial data generation procedure, the values of m0 and σ0,
and therefore min(Sneg) and max(Sneg), can be changed. Therefore, within
the procedure, we perform Student’s t-test, which tells us if the mean of the
oversampled data set is left the same, m0 (null hypothesis H0: m = m0) or it
already has been changed (alternative hypothesis H1: m 6= m0):

TS =
m−m0

s√
n

, (4)

where s = σ̂ is the sample standard deviation estimated from data set and n is
the data set size. UnderH0, statistic TS is a t-distributed random variable with
n−1 degrees of freedom. If H0 is rejected, we will take the new parameters m0

and σ0 and, correspondingly, new values Cleft, 1−α and Cright, α, and renewed
negative Sneg and positive Spos classes.

4.2 Formal Description of Oversampling Algorithm

More formally, the oversampling procedure for our problem may be described
as follows:

1. Inputs:

Sn = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yn} - data set of n observations with already removed
”heavy” outliers, where Yt is a single observation (positive integer num-
ber), t = 1, 2, ..., n.

m̂0, σ̂0 - estimates of mean and standard deviation of Sn, correspondingly.
We denote via [m̂0] and [σ̂0] the rounded to the nearest integer numbers.
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Sneg - set of values representing the negative class, where [m̂0] ∈ Sneg, and
Spos - remaining set of values forming the positive class. The definition of
positive and negative classes for our problem we have described in Section
3.3: if [m̂0]− [σ̂0] ≤ vi ≤ [m̂0] + [σ̂0], where v = (min(Sn), ...,max(Sn))T ,
we subsume vi under positive class; otherwise under negative one.

Vectors of attribute probabilities pyear, pmonth, pweekday, pvocation−day, pholiday,
pbridge−day,corresponding to each value from Sn. Namely, let us denote
v = (min(Sn), ...,max(Sn))T . Then

pyear (vi) =

(
|Svi (year=1)|
|Svi |

,
|Svi (year=2)|
|Svi |

,
|Svi (year=3)|
|Svi |

)T
,

pmonth (vi) =

(
|Svi (month=1)|
|Svi |

,
|Svi (month=2)|
|Svi |

,...,
|Svi (month=12)|
|Svi |

)T
,

pweekday (vi) =

(
|Svi (weekday=1)|

|Svi |
,
|Svi (weekday=2)|

|Svi |
,...,
|Svi (weekday=7)|

|Svi |

)T
,

pvocation−day (vi) =

(
|Svi (vocation−day=0)|

|Svi|
,
|Svi (vocation−day=1)|

|Svi |

)T
,

pholiday (vi) =

(
|Svi (holiday=0)|
|Svi |

,
|Svi (holiday=1)|
|Svi |

)T
,

pbridge−day (vi) =

(
|Svi (bridge−day=0)|

|Svi |
,
|Svi (bridge−day=1)|

|Svi |

)T
,

where Svi is the subset of Sn, containing only values vi, Svi (attribute = k)
is the subset of Svi in the certain attribute has value k.

2. Compute the value of kurtosis µ (Sn) for data set Sn. If |µ (Sn)− µ0| < ε,
where µ0 = 9

5
- kurtosis value of uniformly distributed data set, 0 < ε <

1, stop and go to Step 9. Otherwise, continue.

3. Divide the positive class on two sets: Spos1 are positive examples which are
less than [m̂0], S

pos
2 are positive examples which are larger than [m̂0]. De-

termine the corresponding frequencies, which define how intensive should
we generate artificial examples for each Sposj , j = {1, 2}:

wpos1 =
|Spos1 |
|Spos1 ∪Spos2 |

and wpos2 =
|Spos2 |
|Spos1 ∪Spos2 |

.

4. Suppose that data sets Spos1 and Spos2 come from singly truncated normal
(half-normal) distributions, with truncation points upos1 = min (Spos1 ) =
min (Sn) (left-truncated) and upos2 = max (Spos2 ) = max (Sn) (right-truncated)
respectively, means mpos

1 = upos1 and mpos
2 = upos2 , and standard devia-

tions σpos1 and σpos2 determined as described below. Rather more detailed,
the density functions of Spos1 and Spos2 can be written as
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fpos1 (x) = 2√
2πσpos1

exp

(
−(x−mpos1 )

2

2(σpos1 )
2

)
and fpos2 (x) = 2√

2πσpos2

exp

(
−(x−mpos2 )

2

2(σpos2 )
2

)
respectively, if x ≥ 0, and fpos1 (x) = 0 and fpos1 (x) = 0, if x < 0.

Let us consider the points m0 − σ0 and m0 + σ0 as confidence inter-
val endpoints (upper for Spos1 and lower for Spos2 ) with 100 (1− α) % -

confidence level, where α is significance level. Then σpos1 =
m0−σ0−mpos1

C1−α

and σpos2 =
m0+σ0−mpos2

Cα
, where Cα, C1−α are critical values of trun-

cated at 0 standard normal distribution. Namely, under α = 0.01,
C1−α = Cα = 2.575829.

5. Generate a single binomial random variable r with success probability
pr = wpos1 and failure probability qr = 1−pr = wpos2 . If r = 1, we generate
a number N from half-normal distribution with density function fpos1 (x).
Otherwise, if r = 0, we generate a number N from distribution fpos2 (x).
Note, that if any of Sposj , j ∈ {1, 2}, is empty on some step, we use only
non-empty truncated distribution.

6. Add the number N∗ = [N ] to the sample Sn, together with corresponding
simulated vector of attributes.

7. Perform outlined in (4) t-test at the chosen α% level, to answer the
question about the mean of the sample Sn. If the test reveals, that
extended data set Sn∪N∗ has the mean m 6= m0 stop and return Sn∪N∗
for new negative/positive classes division and further classification (Step
8). Otherwise, n = n+ 1, Sn = Sn ∪N∗, and go to Step 5.

8. Perform the re-division of Sn on Sposand Sgeg, then Spos on Spos1 and Spos2 .
Go to Step 2.

9. Output the final classification results.

4.3 Classification Results

We can now see that the C4.5 algorithm improves its classification performance
when we apply it to rebalanced data sets. The percentage of correctly classified
instances after oversampling procedure have increased from 16.9% to 32.1% for
Region 1, from 13.0% to 25.2% - for Region 2 (see below). Our approach also
yields promising results in terms of the alternative performance measures.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR REGION 1:

Correctly Classified Instances 1885 32.1453 %

Recall = 0.6690685

Precision = 0.7584597
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Figure 3: Performance Measures for Region 1: upper - Accuracy Values; lower
- Recall (solid black), Precision (solid grey), F-measure (dashed) and G-mean
(dotted) Values

G-mean = 0.7735791

F-measure = 0.7109653

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR REGION 2:

Correctly Classified Instances 1753 25.2303 %

Recall = 0.480009

Precision = 0.8616935

G-mean = 0.6434642

F-measure = 0.6165609

Reporting our experimental results in dynamics, one can see in Figures 3
and 4 that the measures those we are interested in, increase (although non-
monotonically) with increasing data set size. In each figure, we plot the per-
centage of correctly classified examples in upper plot, and Recall (solid black
line), Precision (solid grey line), F-measure (dashed line) and G-mean (dotted
line) values in lower plot. Note, that Precision lines are lying almost every-
where above all other lines. This tells us that proportion of examples that were
classified as elements from positive classes and those that are actually positive,
grows most rapidly, that corresponds to our present task. At the same time,
Recall doesn’t rise fast. This reveals, that the number of actual negative ex-
amples, which were misclassified, is rather large. This gives us the direction for
consecutive improving the presented algorithm. Both F-measure and G-mean
lines are lying between Recall and Precision lines.

5 Conclusions and Future Research Approaches

In this paper, we proposed oversampling technique based on statistical prop-
erties of data sets. We have tested our technique in terms of its accuracy and
four performance measures: Recall, Precision, F-measure and G-mean. As
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Figure 4: Performance Measures for Region 2: upper - Accuracy Values; lower
- Recall (solid black), Precision (solid grey), F-measure (dashed) and G-mean
(dotted) Values

investigation reveals, C4.5 algorithm applied to resampled data sets produced
better results.

In considered oversampling procedure, we have used a kurtosis value of
data set as a criterion for oversampling procedure. But it is not a unique
possibility. Other methods could be based on:

1. One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov nonparametric test (KS-test).
Let Sn = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yn} be as before our data set, with distribution function
F (y). We wish to test the null hypothesis H0: F (y) = F0 (y) for all y against
the alternative H1: F (y) 6= F0 (y), where F0 (y) is a completely specified
distribution function (in our case - function of uniform distribution). Test on
H0 vs H1 is determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic

Dn = sup−∞<y<∞ |Fn (y)− F0 (y)| ,
where Fn (y) is the empirical distribution function defined by

Fn (y) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 I {Yi < y}.

That is, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test tries to determine if distribution of our
data set differs significantly from the specified hypothetical distribution (in our
case the uniform hypothetical distribution). The null hypothesis is rejected at
level α if the computed value Dn is larger than the critical value Cα. As we
talk here about oversampling technique, it may results in a large data sets.
The critical values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic depend on the sample
size. For large samples (≥ 40) one uses asymptotic critical values, which are
strictly decreasing functions of the sample size: for example, the critical value
at the α = 0.05 level is approximately 1.36√

n
, where n is sample size. Obtaining

the value Dn < Cα for considerably large n (> 3000) may dramatically increase
computational time. Therefore, combination of the oversampling the minority
class with undersampling the majority class can probably achieve here better
classifier performance. Roughly speaking, we should raise up both tails of
the underlying normal distribution and simultaneously to flatten its peak. In
this paper we were focused on oversampling only. Another problem is that
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test doesn’t work well with discrete random variables.
This problem could be solved, for example, by the following way: we can
transform our data to continuous ones by means of Monte Carlo simulation,
and then apply Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the empirical distribution function
of continuous simulated data and the specified distribution F0 (y).

2. Chi-squared test (Pearson goodness-of-fit test ).
We have data set Sn that is grouped into discrete classes. Let ϕ denote a
vector of observed frequencies of classes and let ϕ0 denote the corresponding
vector of expected (specified) frequencies. We then calculate our test statistic:

T =
∑m

i=1

(ϕi−ϕ0
i )

2

ϕi
,

where m is a number of classes. Under the null hypothesis, this statistic is
chi-squared distributed, with degrees of freedom equal to m − 1 − r, where r
is a number of parameters that should be estimated. That is, we can test here
a null hypothesis that the frequencies of observed outcomes (daily numbers
of road injuries) follow a specified (uniform) distribution. Unfortunately, this
test can be also unsuitable for samples of considerably large size (> 3000). It
cannot be also applied when the expected frequency of any cell is less than 5
or the total n is less than 50.

3. Likelihood Ratio Test.
The resampling algorithm can be based on the likelihood ratio test with
Neyman-Pearson criterion. The Neyman-Pearson Lemma implies that like-
lihood ratio test gives the best result in fixed size samples. We are interested
in testing, for example, the following hypotheses:

H0: f (y) = f0 (y) versus the alternative H1: f (y) = f1 (y) (non-parametric
test), where f0 (y) is density function of initials data set (normal for our case),
f1 (y) is uniform density function;

H0: σ2 < 1000 versus the alternative H1: σ2 ≥ 1000 (parametric test),
where σ2 is variance of normal distribution f0 (y) (in other words, H1 states
that distribution is diffuse normal, which is close to uniform one); etc.

The likelihood ratio, λ = f0(y)
f1(y)

, gives the “relative plausibilities” of H0 and
H1. Reject H0 if the likelihood ratio λ is small, λ ≤ c, where c is chosen to
give significance level α.

An important direction of future work is developing of described above
rather general sampling techniques for application to highly skewed data sets.
The assumption of normal distribution is untenable then, and instead of t-test
we should use more involved test (for example, again likelihood ratio test).
For the start-up problem we were interested in, an accurate classification can
result in injuries control boundaries analogous to presented in ([1], [2], [12]).
The trees obtained by classification, can be very large (a lot of nodes and
leaves), and in this since they are less comprehensible for control bound-
aries illustration. But we can simplify the obtained classification results by
transforming every decision tree into a set of ”if-then” rules (”Traffic Injuries
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Rules”), which seem to be easier for understanding and interpreting. One node
of the tree, constructed for Region 2, with minimal number of instances per
leaf set to 10, is shown below as example:

WD = 7

| Month = 1

| | VD = 0: ’0’ (69.0/52.0)

| | VD = 1: ’1’ (52.0/31.0)

| Month = 10: ’1’ (47.0/33.0)

| Month = 11: ’1’ (62.0/50.0)

| Month = 12

| | HD = 0: ’2’ (81.0/57.0)

| | HD = 1: ’1’ (10.0/5.0)

| Month = 2: ’2’ (107.0/77.0)

| Month = 3: ’1’ (79.0/54.0)

| Month = 4: ’1’ (73.0/48.0)

| Month = 5: ’3’ (45.0/35.0)

| Month = 6: ’1’ (50.0/32.0)

| Month = 7

| | Year = 1: ’0’ (16.0/10.0)

| | Year = 2: ’2’ (11.0/9.0)

| | Year = 3: ’5’ (18.0/14.0)

| Month = 8: ’1’ (61.0/42.0)

| Month = 9: ’4’ (44.0/34.0)

The root node here is ”weekday”, namely, selected node WD=7 corresponds
to Sunday. Then, one may conclude, that all Sundays in January (Month=1)
which also fall on vocations (VD=1), are characterized in majority of cases by
one injured person per day. Thus, using real traffic injuries data, it is possible
to develop realistic model for daily injuries number prediction, depending on
temporal factors (year, month, day type). Of course, this research direction is
open for other practical implications as well.
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